Separation of the Non-Executive Chairman role from the Chief Executive role continues to gain global acceptance. Prescriptions for separating these roles are most entirely focused on policy and structural matters. Little attention has been focused upon the interpersonal dynamics which determine the initial acceptance of the separation and its ongoing success. Pivotal Questions focuses upon a Board's interpersonal dynamics crucial to the role separation. Pivotal Questions supplies guided questions that are the catalysis to dialogue that if not considered, might derail the intended success of the separation.
Introduction
Sitting atop every public corporation is a structurally flat, largely non-hierarchical organization staffed with part-timers. These current and former titans of command and control organizations come together, perhaps, for a half dozen regular meetings annually in the high stakes application of participative management to govern public corporations as their company"s Board of Directors.
The effectiveness of every board is guided by statutory regulations, best practice advice, and the interpersonal dynamics amongst board members. There is increasing attention upon policy manifestos, structural design, and regulatory solutions to corporate governance ills. Yet the impact of interpersonal dynamics, the so called "soft side factors", upon board effectiveness continues to be neglected. Too often, exceptional board leaders flounder a bit in board processes due to a lack of competence with the interpersonal elements that are intended to foster exceptional board synergy, that magic that every board member wants to feel and be a part of.
The growing global momentum for separating the Chairman from the Chief Executive role fits the above commentary nicely -lots of focus on policy and structure; little focus on the interpersonal dynamics involved in negotiating, implementing and living with the split.
Pivotal Questions provides Boards and their advisors a pragmatic agenda to consider the dynamics of the split and then better implement the separation of the Chairman role from the Chief Executive role. The approach is pragmatic. The belief is that candid discussion by the Board of those pivotal issues impacting the role separation can prevent dysfunction and deliver an outcome that is acceptable to all the constituencies -each board member, the Chairman, the Chief Executive, Presiding Director, and key senior management.
Pivotal Questions assists Boards explore crucial issues affecting the split.
Pivotal questions is a menu of candid, direct and sometimes uncomfortable questions that dig in to those crucial issues that often derail the separation of the Chairman role from the Chief Executive role. Good intentions and some courage will lead you, the board leader, to choose those pivotal questions that your board wishes to explore. The process is constructive discussion. The payoff is board synergy that just may deliver that magic that boards strive for. Mentor the CEO. Plan Succession.
An explicit role of the Chair is serving as a conduit of formal and informal information from the Board to the Chief Executive -all matters are fair game. Likewise, information from the executive is channeled and vetted by the Chair to the Board. These "dance steps" can be tricky. This dynamic is aided when the relationship between the Chair and the Chief Executive is based upon trust, candor and a certain degree of informality. The Chair is more than an "on call" advisor; the Chair is a coach to the executive.
The Chair is also responsible succession -emergency and long term planning. To effective fulfill this responsibility, the Chair must be an effective talent scout, know the talent pipeline and work to develop and ready the company"s leadership pipeline.
Overcoming the "No Confidence Vote"
With the split, has the CEO essentially received a "no confidence" vote from the Board? 
Summary
When separating the Chairman role from the CEO, the "soft stuff" is often the "hard stuff". This corporate terrain is covered with interpersonal trap doors that boards must be alert to perceive and skilled in stepping around.
Best practices that guide the structural design of role responsibilities and dictate policy decisions for separating Chairman and the CEO role are rather straightforward. Yet, the vexing issues that render these splits problematic are most often "soft side" issues -mismanaged initial and ongoing interpersonal dynamics that fester behind the scenes and certainly, out of the minutes of board meetings. Most likely, the problems of a split gone sour are not aired in annual Board evaluations. These improperly managed soft side issues limit the synergy, the real magic, of participative board deliberation and decision-making by exceptional executives. Insidious undercurrents of mistrust, the all-too-often political dramas that play out, and dissolving collegiality among exceptional leaders conspire to produce a toxic working atmosphere. Board service is no longer fun. The governance experiment fails. And, the full Board fails in fulfilling its fiduciary responsibilities.
Pivotal Questionsis offered as a preventive against interpersonal dysfunctions which pop up during the initial role separation and the ensuring time period when roles are played out by all the constituencies--the Chairman, the CEO, the presiding director, board members and corporate officers. These blunt, direct, and sometimes uncomfortable questions are intended to tap matters that should be explored and resolved on the front end of the split. Simply, successful role separation fosters the necessary realism needed from every Chairman. Likewise, successful role separation fosters the necessary optimism needed from every Chief Executive.
